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Introducing RAP and Rich

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. RAP 
technical assistance to states is supported by 
US DOE, US EPA and foundations.

– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. He 
was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer.
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Why Reassess? Why Change? Why Now?
A Decentralized Grid

• On site generation

– Prices to deploy are trending down

– Electricity users value choice

• To secure prices

• To assure zero emissions, to do their part

• To be cool

• To cooperate with neighbors

• Automation (comms, smart systems, stds) keeps 
it simple while chasing value
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Distributed Generation is Growing
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+ 30% per year

Since 2001

Cumulative: 11+ GW



Costs Continue to Decline
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Consumer Perspective

• Rates are prices

• Prices represent a message to consumers

• Prices signal value

• Consumers have choices, respond to value
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Grid Value from Member-sited DG

• Time

– Peaks and managing predictable solar 
patterns

• Location

– High marginal cost places

• Attribute

– Unbundled energy, capacity, ancillary
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Cooperative Perspective

• Members can be a resource
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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A Fixed TOU Rate in Use

• On-Peak
Summer: weekdays 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Winter: weekdays 7 a.m. - 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

• Intermediate-Peak
Summer: weekdays 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. - 11 

p.m.
Winter: weekdays 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

• Off-Peak
Summer: weekdays 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.
Winter: weekdays 9 p.m. - 7 a.m., Saturday, Sunday, 

major holidays
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Time of Use with Critical Peak: 
What’s in the Rate?

Rate Design for the Utility of the Future: DRAFT FOR REVIEW 
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For residential consumers, the following general rate design will serve the needs of both utilities and 

consumers, providing incentives for efficiency, compensation for services received, and a pathway to a 

future that is less dependent on fossil generation. Differences will be appropriate for very low-cost 

utilities and very high-cost utilities. The issue of whether a critical peak pricing (CPP) form, or peak-time 

rebate (PTR) is most appropriate to reflect needle-peak costs is discussed in section VI. 

 

Table 1:  

Rate Element Based On the Cost Of Illustrative Amount 

Customer Charge Customer-Specific Costs Only $7.00/month 

Off-Peak Energy Baseload Resources + 

transmission and distribution 

$.08/kWh 

Mid-Peak Energy Baseload + Intermediate 

Resources + T&D 

$.11/kWh 

On-Peak Energy Baseload, Intermediate, and 

Peaking Resources + T&D 

$.15/kWh 

 Critical Peak Energy (or PTR) Demand Response Resources $.75/kWh 

 

In the simplest of terms, this rate design recovers customer-specific costs, such as billing and collection in 

a fixed monthly charge, and combines power supply and distribution costs into a TOU rate framework. 

This enables fair recovery of costs from small and large customers, and from customers whose peak 

demands may occur at different times from one another, and at different times from the system peak. It 

also provides reasonable compensation to DG customers who supply power to the grid at times, and 

receive power from the grid at times. 

 

2. Smart meters  

a. Background  
Smart meters are one way utilities can manage diverse power flows. Smart meters and associated meter 

data management systems provide the opportunity to achieve multiple benefits, including energy and 

demand savings and operational benefits30. A list of the common elements of utility operating benefits 

includes:  

  Table 2: Common Elements of Utility Operating Benefits of Smart Meters 

Reduced manual meter reading cost Improved bill-to-pay time 

Reduced problem investigations Reduced uncollectibles 

Improved meter accuracy Improved accounting 

Reduced meter testing Call center cost reductions 

Elimination of lock rings Improved asset utilization 

Reduced estimated bills Outage reporting 

Reduced theft Improved outage management 

Improved read-to-bill time Reduction in lost outage sales 

                                                 
30 “Making the Business Case for Smart Meters” Smart Grid Newsletter Webinar, October 14, 2010, Chris King’s presentation 
page 10. 
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A Peak Time Rebate in Use

• Delaware Delmarva Power and Light (DPL) has 
a critical peak rebate program for residential 
customers. 

• Customers receive a $1.25 credit for every kWh 
they reduce their usage below a baseline during 
an event. 

• Customers get this credit automatically; they do 
not have to enroll in the program.

• DP&L: http://www.delmarva.com/Peak-Energy-Savings-Credit.aspx
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Rate Design for the Utility of the Future: DRAFT FOR REVIEW 
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Time-varying pricing for energy cost savings Dynamic pricing for peak load control 

Demand-response enablement Reduced line losses  

Identification of stressed transformers Improved cost allocation accuracy 

 

This section focuses on the types of capabilities and rates that are achievable with smart meters. Smart 

meters are expected to reach 91% of the US by 2022.31 It is important to note, however, that merely 

installing smart meters does not alone facilitate advanced pricing; meter data management systems 

(MDMS) investments, billing engine modifications, and sophisticated rate studies are needed to develop 

advanced pricing.32,  

 

While smart meters can enable advanced pricing mechanisms, the relative price-variability risks and 

rewards of different types of pricing shows that the greater possible rewards, in the form of lower bills for 

consumers that modify their consumptions, that smart meters enable are applicable only to a subset of 

pricing options. Figure 2 shows this risk-reward tradeoff, and where smart meters become relevant and 

useful. 

 

Figure 2:  Risk-Reward Tradeoff of Rate Design and Smart Meter Utilization33 

 
 

Examples of rates of each of these types can be found in Appendix E. Note that in some restructured 

states with retail competition and smart meters, this metering and billing service can (or must) be 

provided by a competitive provider.  

 

Smart meters, and the support systems necessary for them to realize their full potential, are a costly 

investment. These costs have been justified by the full spectrum of benefits described above, many of 

which are related to energy savings, peak load management, and distribution cost controls, not just the 

billing of consumers. Therefore, these costs should not be recovered in fixed monthly charges. 

                                                 
31 Telefonica. (2014, January) The Smart Meter Revolution: Towards a smarter future. Available at: 
https://m2m.telefonica.com/multimedia-resources/the-smart-meter-revolution-towards-a-smarter-future. 
32 Lazar (2013) Rate Design Where Advanced Metering Infrastructure Has Not Been Fully Deployed. The Regulatory Assistance 
Project: Montpelier, VT. Available at: http://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/6516.  
33 Adapted from Faruqui, Time-Varying and Dynamic Rate Design, Regulatory Assistance Project, 2012 
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Demand Charge

• Addresses system peak costs if it is a 
coincident peak

• To motivate member response, use a short 
ratchet period (daily is best, monthly is better 
than annual)

• A daily demand charge and a well-designed TOU 
rate with a critical peak component converges in 
effect, and TOU may be easier to understand, 
manage
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Nearly Every State Authorizing Net 
Metering

• Solar service industry growing

– Making use of declining material cost

– Making use of favorable federal fiscal policy

• Some states supplement the deal

– “Soft costs” declining slowly

– Lease business model removes first cost 
barrier
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Net metering growth
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Maturing Solar:
Changes for Net Metering?

• Compensation method suited for infant 
industry

– Emphasis of simple compensation and 
interconnection

– Rough compensation “close enough” at 
smaller numbers

– With higher numbers or prospect of them, 
some want to see more rigorous compensation
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Price Elasticity at Work
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Revenue Assurance:
Monthly charge increase or Minimum Bill

• Raising assured monthly collection from 
members in order to reduce risk of revenue 
erosion from customer resources

• Monthly charge increase - risks:

– Lower usage rate below long run marginal cost 
raises overall costs

– Motivating consumers to bypass, or

– Only partially solving revenue adequacy 
concern with partial measure
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Recover larger transformer cost 
at DG User Premise
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Subscription Demand Rate
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Figure 3:   Bi-Directional Flows Measured by a Smart Meter36 

 

 
The ability of smart meters to measure bi-directional flows is an energy function, and should be recovered 

in the rate design in a manner consistent with other energy costs. 

  

Distribution Optimization 

 

Smart meters enable distribution optimization in many ways. For example, one utility uses its smart meter 

data, combined with its geographic information system data, to determine when individual transformers 

are overloaded, so that they can either concentrate energy conservation efforts in a localized area, or 

install larger capacity transformers. It is also a system reliability function. Figure 4 shows how the utility 

prepared a map identifying each overloaded transformer on its system using this data. During a heat wave 

in the summer of 2014, while a neighboring utility had multiple failed transformers, this utility was able 

to avoid customer outages. 

 

Figure 4:   Map of Overloaded Distribution Transformers37 

 
 

                                                 
36 Courtesy of Convergence Research; the customer-identifying data has been removed to product the consumer’s privacy. 
37 Presentation of Burbank Water and Power to California Energy Commission, September 16, 2014 
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Arizona Public Service

• Reacting to growth in PV

• Desire to assign some grid cost to self-
generators

• Based on size of PV system

– $0.70 per kW

• Essentially creating a new class of 
customers
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Rate Design Options

• Time of Use (with critical peak)
• Demand charge
• Net metering
• Minimum bills
• High Customer Charges
• Cost driven Customer Charge, DG & large houses
• Subscription demand charges
• Bidirectional rates
• Value of solar
• Fees imposed on DG users
• Feed-in-tariffs
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Figure 19:  Feed-In-Tariff for Gainesville, Florida 

 
 

A Value-Of-Solar Tariff (VOST) is fundamentally different, compensating the solar provider on the basis 

of the value provided, not the cost incurred. As studied by Austin, Minnesota, and Maine, a VOST will 

generally provide equal or greater compensation to the solar producer than simple net-metering, reflecting 

the high value of the energy and non-energy benefits provided by solar. 

 

The concept was pioneered in Austin, Texas, where a municipal utility established the VOST as a way to 

compensate solar producers for energy that was more valuable than the average of utility resources that 

were reflected in rates. Simple net-metering would have given the solar customers too little compensation 

for their power. Since that time, Austin has raised its prices, and reduced the VOST. Figure ___ compares 

the rate blocks of the current Austin Energy residential tariff to the VOST in effect today. Smaller 

residential users receive more benefit from the VOST than they would from a net-metering rate.  

 

Figure 20:  Austin Energy Residential Rate Block and VOST (2015) 
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Feed In Tariff

• Intended to address need for certain long-
term power purchase agreement to support 
financing of project

• Reverse auction for fixed quantity can 
assure price paid is lowest consistent with 
acquiring the resource
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Rate Design Principles for DG Users

• DG users should not experience discrimination
• Time-varying rates are appropriate in both directions
• PV user should be able to connect to the grid for no 

more than the cost to connect
• PV user should be able to avoid the retail rate for all 

on-site consumption of on-site power
• PV user should pay for T&D service at non-

discriminatory rates for all power received from the 
grid

• Recognize “value of solar” to the grid when 
establishing fair rates and compensation for DG users
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Another Important Structure

• Shared Renewables
• Consumers gain direct access to renewable power

• Under many names

– Community solar

– Solar gardens

– Group net metering

• Utility agrees to use billing system to allocate 
shares of designated project(s) to subscribers

• Scale, rate of growth can be > net metering
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Green Pricing

• A subscription-based way for a coop to 
channel renewable power to consumers 
willing to pay for it

– Can provide price stability for consumers if 
utility passes through the fixed cost of long 
term purchase power agreement
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Decoupling

• A way to address revenue assurance 
without affecting rate design
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The System We Grew Up With

1.0 Introduction and Overview 

 

Grid Mod MYPP – REVIEW DRAFT: April 14, 2015 – DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE 3 

  

WHAT IS A MODERNIZED GRID? 

 The modernized grid is a process, not an end-point. It is a transformation from a monolithic grid to 
one that is modular and agile: from centralized generation characterized by decisions driven by cost, 
catastrophic events, limited energy choices, and vulnerability, to one of both centralized and 
distributed generation characterized by decisions driven by cost and environmental sustainability, 
contained events, personalized energy options, and security from all threats. 

 

 

 

 

The future modernized grid will therefore balance five attributes. These attributes compete with one 

another for resource dollars, but with careful design they can be positively reinforcing in functional 

terms. Policymakers, regulators, grid planners, and operators must constantly seek to maintain 

balance among the competing attributes. 

 

 RELIABLE – Able to provide services with minimal disruption, in light of all potential hazards 

 AFFORDABLE – A total system cost that can be borne by consumers and the economy 

 CLEAN – A system that maximizes efficiency and clean energy resources in support of policy goals 

 FLEXIBLE – A system, or collection of components, that responds to the variability and uncertainty 

of conditions at one or more timescales, including a range of energy futures 

 INNOVATIVE – Open and transparent to producers and consumers desiring new resources, 

products, business models, or value propositions, thereby strengthening U.S. economic 

competitiveness 
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A Vision of A Future System

1.0 Introduction and Overview 
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WHAT IS A MODERNIZED GRID? 

 The modernized grid is a process, not an end-point. It is a transformation from a monolithic grid to 
one that is modular and agile: from centralized generation characterized by decisions driven by cost, 
catastrophic events, limited energy choices, and vulnerability, to one of both centralized and 
distributed generation characterized by decisions driven by cost and environmental sustainability, 
contained events, personalized energy options, and security from all threats. 

 

 

 

 

The future modernized grid will therefore balance five attributes. These attributes compete with one 

another for resource dollars, but with careful design they can be positively reinforcing in functional 

terms. Policymakers, regulators, grid planners, and operators must constantly seek to maintain 

balance among the competing attributes. 

 

 RELIABLE – Able to provide services with minimal disruption, in light of all potential hazards 

 AFFORDABLE – A total system cost that can be borne by consumers and the economy 

 CLEAN – A system that maximizes efficiency and clean energy resources in support of policy goals 

 FLEXIBLE – A system, or collection of components, that responds to the variability and uncertainty 

of conditions at one or more timescales, including a range of energy futures 

 INNOVATIVE – Open and transparent to producers and consumers desiring new resources, 

products, business models, or value propositions, thereby strengthening U.S. economic 

competitiveness 
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Trends are Clear

• More automation

• More choices for individuals

– Potential for more consumer interest for 
services

– What happens if storage becomes more 
accessible to consumers?

• What will coops with their member-driven 
governance and relationships do?
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

rsedano@raponline.org


